Dating For F-ing Dummies

Are you a Nice Guy who keeps getting
Friend Zoned? Or are you sure that the
Friend Zone is only a myth? Do you wish
you could date more, but cant seem to
figure out how to do it?Get too
nervous?Get turned down too much?
Dating For F-ing Dummies is here for
you.I was once a Nice Guy who thought
girls were relegating me to the Friend
Zone. I was clueless. I was a pathetic,
awkward, virgin who didnt know how to
even talk to a girl, let alone ask her out.
Well, after years and years of trying,
reading, learning, experimenting, and
finally finding success and years of fun, I
have condensed all my hard learned lessons
into this book. The entire idea of this book
is that I wish I could send this book back in
time to 15 year old me. Of course, if my 15
year old self magically received a copy of
this book, then he wouldnt have learned
these lessons the hard way and thus that
would create a paradox that would rip apart
the space-time continuum...Oh right,
dating. See, Im a nerd. I spend way too
much time thinking about things like time
travel. And when I applied that brain on
dating, I didnt just come up with some
crappy
tips,
I
constructed
an
epistemological
framework
for
understanding dating based on mathematics
and some Game Theory. Dont be scared,
its not that complex really, just a way of
understanding dating and relationships that
makes more sense than Hes just not that
into you. The book begins with the
framework, but then delves into dating
specifics and practical advice, all while
keeping the framework in mind. Aside
from this framework for understanding
dating and relationships, I tell the story of
how I went from a friend-zoned Nice Guy
who couldnt get a date to a guy that was
dating multiple girls and having
threesomes and just being generally
awesome. I didnt write this to brag, but to
show that a helpless nerdy virgin (me at
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18) can become pretty good at dating, then
you should be able to do the same. I wrote
this because none of these lessons came to
me naturally. Not one thing about dating
came naturally to me, I had to figure them
all out through trial-and-error. So read this
book and maybe youll save yourself some
heartache and Ill be your cock-enabler. If
you dont read it, youll only be
cock-blocking yourself.This book is
written by a guy, mostly from the male
perspective, but the framework for
understanding dating applies to both sexes
and even homosexual relationships and I
think would be helpful for anyone to read.
So if you are a female, I think this book
will still be helpful for you, especially if
you are a shyer girl who can identify with
the dating problems of shy men.
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